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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces, let A : X + Y be a bounded linear operator with closed range, 
and let b E Y be a fixed vector. 
We consider the nonhomogeneous system of linear operator equations in Hilbert space, 
Ax = b, (1) 
and its perturbed system 
(A+E)y=b+e. 
When A in (1) is invertible, a well-known perturbation result (see, e.g., inequalities 
and (2.3.11) in [l]) says that if y approximates the exact solution x = A-lb of (l), then 
(2) 
(2.3.3) 
1 llr!Al < IIY - 41 < &II -- 
K IPII - 1141 - llbll’ 
(3) 
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where ry = Ay - b is the residual associated with y and IC = IIAIIjIA-lll is the condition number 
of A with 11 II standing for the operator norm corresponding to any vector norm on X and Y (not 
necessarily the one induced by the inner product). 
Recently, the inequalities in (3) have been generalized in [2] for general matrices, with the help 
of generalized inverse technique. In this paper, we further extend the known results to weighted 
least squares problems in Hilbert space, using the concept of weighted generalized inverses of 
operators. Since our main results, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, work for general cases in which 
systems (1) and (10) usually have infinitely many solutions, unlike the classic result (3) in which 
the relative error is defined as the absolute error divided by the norm of the exact solution, we 
introduce the generalized concept of relative error as the ratio of the absolute error to the distance 
of an exact solution to the null space of A. Lower and upper bounds of such relative errors will be 
given by formulas (4) and (12) in the following for consistent systems and least squares problems, 
respectively. 
In the next section, we consider the case when (1) is consistent, and the most general case of 
weighted least squares problems in Hilbert space will be dealt with in Section 3. 
2. THE CASE WHEN b E R(A) IN HILBERT SPACE 
Let N(A) and R(A) be the null space and the range of A, respectively. We need the concept of 
the weighted generalized inverse ALN of A, which is defined as the unique linear operator ALN 
satisfying 
AAL,A = A, AL,AAh, = ALN, 
( NAL,A) * = NAL,A, (MAAL,)* = MA&,, 
where M : Y -+ Y and N : X + X are positive definite linear operators. In particular, when 
X = Rn, Y = R*, and M = Im, N = In, the weighted generalized inverse is reduced to the 
regular generalized inverse of matrices. When the norms for X and Y are induced from their 
respective inner products, e.g., the Euclidean norm II . 112 E (.,.)‘/2, then ALN is called the 
weighted Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A. See [3-5] for more details on AL,,,. 
In this section, we assume that a norm II II is given on X and Y and the operator norm is 
the induced one. Again, let IC = llAllIIA~NIj be the condition number of A. Let d(x, N(A)) = 
inf{lls - zll : z E N(A)} be the distance of CC to N(A) and let ry = Ay - b be the residual 
associated with y. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose b E R(A). Then for any y E X, there is a solution x to (1) such that 
IIY - 511 1 llryll < IIY --II < lb-VII 
K llbll - Ah,b 
II II 
- d(x, N(A)) ’ Km’ (4) 
PROOF. Let 5 = Ah,b + (I - AkNA)y be the proj ection of y onto the solution set of (1) 
along N(A). Then 
IIAL&il = 11~ - (I- AL&) ~11 2 d(x, N(A)), 
so the middle inequality of (4) is valid. Since Ax = b, we have 
A(y - x) = Ay - b. (5) 
On the other hand, by the construction of x, 
y -x = ALN(Ay - b). (6) 
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Let z E N(A) be arbitrary. Then (6) gives that 
< 4l~Yll llry II 
-jpq=K-7 Ml 
which gives the right inequality of (4). Now (5) implies that 
llrvll _ IIAY - bll < II~IIIY - 41 - - 
llbll llbll - llbll 
II II 4lN II4 IIY - 41 < < n lly -XII - 
II II Aim llbll - At,,b ’ II II 
This gives the left inequality of (4). I 
REMARK 2.1. When the norms II 11 are given via the inner products, lly - xl1 is exactly the 
minimal distance of y to the affine set of all solutions to (l), and in this case, (4) gives lower 
and upper bounds of this distance with respect to the distance of the solution x to the null space 
of A. 
Since A*A is invertible implies that N(A) = (0) an x = AhNb, we immediately have the d 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If in addition, A*A is invertible, then 
1 lb-VII < Ily - Aw < /JYJ /c llbll - Aa,b II II - II’4 (7) 
In particular, if A is nonsingular, then (4) is reduced to (3). 
The residual rY depends on E and e if y turns out a solution of (2). In this case, subtracting (1) 
from (2) gives that 
ry = A(y - x) = e - Ey, 
from which it follows that 
Ile - EYII = llryll I IHI + ll~llll~ll. (8) 
Therefore, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If in addition, b + e E R(A + E), then for any solution y to (2), there js a 
solution x to (1) such that 
1 Ile - EYII < IIY - 41 < IIY - 211 < IF. llell + llEllll~ll 
fi llbll - Aa,b - dhN(A)) - II II llbll . 
3. WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES 
PROBLEMS IN HILBERT SPACE 
(9) 
Now we consider the weighted least squares problem 
IlAx - WIN = zig IlAz - bllM (10) 
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and its perturbed form 
ll(A+E)y-(b+e)ll~= $; II@ + J% - (b + e)IlM. (11) 
Here, we sssume that the weighted norms on Y and X are determined by inner products, i.e., 
llvll& = (MY,Y) for Y E Y, and 1141~ = W z,z 1 f or 2 E X. It is well known [3] that At,,b 
is a solution of (10). The condition number with respect to the weighted norms is defined 
a KMN = IIAIIMNIIA~~IINM~ Let R be a positive definite linear operator on a Hilbert space 2 
and S be a positive definite linear operator on a Hilbert space W. Then for a given bounded 
linear operator T from Z to W, we define an operator T# from W to Z by T# = R-‘T*S. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any y E X, there is a solution x to (10) such that 
where ry = Ay - AAa,b and d(x, N(A)) is defined with respect to the norm II . IIN. 
PROOF. Let x = AL,b + (I - At MNA)y be the projection of y onto the solution set of (10) 
along N(A). Then the middle equality of (12) is obvious. Now, as in the previous section, 
y-x=AL,(Ay-b)=AaN Ay-AA+ 
( MNb) 7 
from which it follows that 
A(y - x) = AAL, 
( 
Ay - AA+ MNb) = Ay - AAL,b. 
The proof from here on is exactly the same as that for Theorem 2.1 except 
with AAL,b, so it will be omitted. 
Now we estimate IlrVll~ if y solves (11). Let 
Ax-b=r, (A + E)y - (b + e) = r’, 
and subtract the first equality from the second one. We have 
ry = A(y i x) = e - Ey + r’ - r. 
Since ALNr = 0 and (A + E)LNr’ = 0, (13) and (16) imply that 
(13) 
(14) 
that b is replaced 
I 
(15) 
(16) 
y-x=AL NrY=ALN(e-Ey+r’-r)=ALN(e-Ey+r’) 
= ALN(e - Ey) + 
[ 
ALN - (A + E)aN] r’. 
(17) 
By the decomposition formula (Theorem 8.5 of [4]) that 
44N - (A + E)LN = AhNE(A + E)aN - AaN (AL,)# E# [I - (A + E)(A + E)LN] 
- (I- Af,A) E# [(A + E)LN]# (A + E)LN, 
where A# = N-‘A*M, we obtain 
[ 4iN 
- (A + E&,] r’ = -ALN (ALN)# E#r’, (18) 
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y-x = AL& - Ey) - ALN ( > 
ALN # E#?-’ 
It follows from (14) and (19) that 
rY = A(y - x) = AAL,@ - Ey) - AAL, ( > ALN 
# E#?-’ 
= AAL& - Ey) - (EAL,)” T’. 
On the other hand, from the definition of the weighted norm, 
(19) 
(20) 
/I (EAL~)#~~~~ = IIw/~ (EA~~)#M-~/~II~ = 11~1/2~-1 (EAQ* ~~-1’211~ 
= ll~-l/2 (EARN)* ~~211~ = ~~AP/~EA~,M-~/~~/~ = IIEAL,II~~. 
Therefore, 
lhll~ 5 Ilell~ + Il~ll~~ll~ll~ + li(EAh)#lIMM IVllM 
= Ilell~ + IIE~~MN~~Y~~N + IIE&Mll_ Ilr’ll~ . 
Thus, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For any solution y to (111, there is a solution x to (10) such that 
1 II&&e - EY) - (%)#~/jM < IIy _ xllN 
&MN 
IIAALNblIM - IIAhMbllN 
lb - XiiN 
’ d(z,N(A)) ’ KMN 
IHIM + I~EIIMNI~YIIN + IIEALNII~~ IlfIIM 
IIAALNbllM ’ 
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